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of the American Bar Association

president
presided, with the address of welcome being delivered
by Henry F. Tenney, JD '15, on behalf of the Board of
Trustees of the University (see p. 5), and the Chief
Justice of the United States presenting the principal
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in the process of arrival.
its campus this new focus
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to
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future of close

association and mutual benefit.
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ganizations,
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provides a
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national

for administration and research for the

American Bar Association, as well
tional offices of a large number of
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important legal or
American Judicature Society
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and the National Conference of Commissioners

form State Law constitute
The dedication

was

the
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thrilling

occasion for me, and I
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sure

is also for the other members of the American

and academic pomp, the American Bar Center was
dedicated on the campus of the University. The Center,
which lies
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the United States

on

U ni

examples.

major feature of the

Seventy-
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Bar

Association. Particularly for President Jameson, his
Board of Governors, Mr. Robert Storey, the past presi
dent of the Association, and those who preceded him

all of whom have worked

so
diligently to bring this
fruition.
great project
Until today the buildings which we are here dedicat
ing were mere walls and ceilings-composites of mortar,

to

bricks, and steel. Like other structures, they could have
adapted to a variety of uses, either high or low.
Today, in the presence of each other, standing be
fore the world, we of the American Bar Association
been.

testify
being

to

the

and

to

high purpose which brought them into
the fond hopes we have for their useful-
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